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The first thirty years of the 20th century is a key period of Chinese modern 
intellectual history. In this era, there many schools and theories competed and 
debated in China. ‘Dispute on problem and ism’ is one which made important 
historical and theoretical sense among such many disputes. It happened in the middle 
of the New Cultural Movement and soon after May 4th Movement, for the first time 
it definitely advanced the two important theoretical and practical categories: 
‘problem’ and ‘ism’. It’s a classical summary on the previous significant theoretical 
debates since Late Ching Dynasty, and the more important is that it had settled the 
dispute accordatura and motif of the thought realm, cultural realm and political realm 
subsequent decades. 
Research on the ‘Dispute on problem and ism’ makes significant sense 
undoubtedly for clarifying development venation of the Chinese modern political 
thought history. The article adopts some research methods such as historism, 
literature analysis and comparative research, neatens the vested research productions 
and different attitudes over this issue, discovers that the research on the issue has 
changed from integration to diversification. The article trys to resume the historical 
face of ‘Dispute on problem and ism’, introduces briefly the status quo of China’s 
thought realm, expatiates detailedly the participants such as Hu-shi, Lan-zhixian, 
Li-dazhao’s viewpoints and position, and all these work can make readers 
understand clearly the dispute. The article unscrambles the dispute from the two 
aspects of idiographic problem and abstract ism, gradual improvement and 
downright reconstruction which confirms the dispute’s status in the Chinese modern 
thought history. At last, the article discusses the dispute’s influence and apocalypse 
on the Chinese revolution and communism movement from the aspects of Marxism’s 
sinicization and anti-doctrinairism. 
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